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P+ Decays of Ca: Implications for the Efficiency of the Cl Solar v Detector
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We studied i7Ca P+ decays using a mass-separated ' Ca beam and a proton telescope with 16-keV
resolution. Delayed p's were detected in coincidence with y's to identify p decays of K daughter levels

to excited states of Ar. We observed 43 previously undetected proton groups, yielding an integrated
B(GT) twice as large as that observed previously. Although our result increases the efficiency of the

CI detector for counting solar v's by 6%, its main effect is to reduce uncertainties in this e%ciency aris-

ing from discrepancies between previous Ca P decay and 'Cl(p, n) results.

PACS numbers: 23.40.—s, 25.30.Pt, 27.30.+t, 96.60.Kx

The Homestake Mine solar neutrino detector [1] is

based on counting individual atoms of Ar produced by
v, interactions in perchloroethylene. The eSciency of
this detector is determined by the Cl(v„e ) Ar cross
section for states with E„up to = 8.4 MeV, where Ar
becomes eA'ectively unbound to S+a. To the extent
that isospin symmetry is exact, these cross sections are
determined by the ft values of the Ca P+ decays to the

K isospin analogs of the Ar levels [2,3]. This pro-
cedure is expected to be quite reliable, as it depends only
on the assumption of good isospin in the nuclear wave
functions. Ca P+ decays have been studied with
30-50-keV resolution by Sextro, Gough, and Cerny [4],
who detected the P-delayed p's produced by those Ca
decays that feed particle-unbound states of K. Figure 1

shows the resulting 8(GT) values, defined by

=8;(F)+8;(GT),
E; t;

where K=6170+4 s, t; and E; are the partial half-life
and energy release for decay to the ith level of K, 8; (F)
and 8;(GT) are the Fermi and Gamow-Teller reduced
transition strengths defined in Ref. [5], and the statistical
rate function f(E; ) is computed using the prescription of
Wilkinson and Macefield [6].

The required B(GT) values can also be estimated from
the 0' cross sections of the Cl(p, n) reaction at inter-
mediate energies. Here one does not need assumptions
about isospin symmetry, but instead makes a much
stronger assumption about the (p, n) reaction mechanism,
namely, that the 0 cross section is proportional to
8(GT). The CI(p, n) reaction has been studied at
E„=120 MeV with relatively poor resolution (AE —600
keV) by Rapaport et al. [7]. As can be seen in Fig. I, the
(p, n) 8(GT) values dier signtf'tcantly from the P+ de-
cay values of Sextro, Gough, and Cerny. Adelberger and
Haxton [8] conjectured that much of this discrepancy
could have been caused by a subtle error in interpreting

the delayed proton data, namely, that Sextro, Gough, and
Cerny assumed that all delayed proton groups corre-
sponded to p decays of K levels to the ground state of

Ar. Adelberger and Haxton illustrated this point with

a shell-model calculation. Although only 1.8% of the de-

layed p's were predicted to result from K decays to
3 Ar(1.97), incorrectly assigning these p's to K

Ar(0.00)+p decays distorted the 8(GT) distribu-
tion in a way that qualitatively reproduced the discrepan-
cy between the delayed proton and (p, n) results.

I n this Letter we report a high-resolution, low-

background study that identified decays feeding excited
states of Ar, and yields the first unbiased measurement
of the Ca P+-decay scheme. A 60-keV mass-separated
(Am/m = I/7000) Ca beam from the ISOLDE 3 on-

line isotope separator [9] at CERN (—6 s ' at our
counting station) was produced by bombarding a Ti foil

target, heated to 1800 K, with a 2.6-pA 600-MeV proton
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FIG. 1. Comparison of B(GT) distributions for "Cl(v, ,e ).
Upper panel: "Ca P-decay data of Ref. [4]. The arrow denotes
the maximum E, that can be fed in P+ decay. Lower panel:

Cl(p, n) data of Ref. [7]. The disagreement between these
two results motivated our work.
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hearn. The radioactive beam was implanted into the en-
trance window of a gas detector that formed the first ele-
ment of a proton telescope. This telescope was surround-
ed (AQ/4rr=0. 65) by two 12.7-cmx15. 2-cm NaI detec-
tors that counted p-y coincidences and allowed us to dis-
tinguish p decays that left Ar in the ground state from
those that fed excited states of Ar.

Our telescope consisted of a gas AE detector, followed

l)y a 150-mm, 300-pm-thick Si E detector and a 450-
Ttm, 1000-pm-thick veto counter. The gas detector
presented a very low areal density to the delayed p's. A
50-pg/cm polypropylene entrance window separated the
beam-line vacuum system from the —9 torr of isobutane
gas that filled the telescope. The 5-mm active region of
the AE counter was defined by two grounded grids of 50-
pm tungsten wires on either side of a grid of 10-pm wires
held at 610 V. Protons lost suSciently little energy in the
entrance window and the AE counter (only 25 keV at
E„=1 MeV) that high-resolution spectra (it,E—16 keV)
could be obtained directly from the E-counter signal.
Eight parameters (five energy plus three time-to-
amplitude converter signals) were recorded for each E-
hE coincidence event. Events were identified as p's if
they satisfied a two-dimensional E hE gate an-d left no

energy in the veto detector. The veto eliminated events
(= 11% of the total) where energy was deposited in the
E counter by a p and a P from the same event.

Our delayed p spectrum, shown in Fig. 2, reveals 54
diAerent groups, only 11 of which were observed in previ-
ous work. The continuum in Fig. 2, readily visible below
channel 1000, is due to small "tails" on the peaks. Ancil-
lary measurements using monoenergetic p's from the
University of Washington tandem accelerator showed

that these tails were due to p's passing through the edges
of the uncollimated Si detector. We therefore analyzed
our spectrum by fitting peaks on top of a smooth back-
ground. [Note that this could only underestimate the
8(GT) strength, because very weak lines would be lost in

the background. ]
The fraction of events in each peak coincident with

1.97-MeV y rays was sufficiently well determined, except
for the lowest intensity lines, that individual groups could

be unambiguously assigned to p decays populating the

ground or excited states of Ar, to construct a P+-decay
scheme involving 40 final states in K. Our proton ener-

gy calibration was based on the E of well-known K
levels that decayed to either the ground or 1.97-MeV lev-

els of 6Ar, and on the pulse height [10] for 'Am a par-

ticles. In the region for which Ar+ p scattering data
are available (E,(7.0 MeV) all but two of our 29
daughter K levels could be identified with previously
observed resonances [11—14] in Ar(p, p), Ar(p, p'), or

Ar(p, y) (see Table I).
Before converting the relative intensities of the various

proton groups into 8(GT) values, we must account for
Ca decays that do not produce delayed p's. This obvi-

ously occurs in the decays to the ground and 1371-keV
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of delayed p's from ' Ca P+ decay. The

continuum in the left half of the spectrum is due to a "tail" on

the intense superallowed peak occurring near channet 1000. In-

set: Expansion of the region about the superallowed group,

showing the data and the fit.

states of K as these levels lie below the proton thresh-

old. We account for the ground-state transition using iso-

spin symmetry, i.e., assuming that it has the same B(GT)
value as the Ar Cl electron capture [5]. We have

no direct means of knowing the B(GT) value for the

Ca K(1371) transition as our attempt to detect the
1371-keV y rays in a singles Ge spectrum was unsuccess-

ful because of background. Therefore we assume that the

superallowed transition has a known reduced transition

strength 8(F)+B(GT)=3.10, where B(F)=3 follows

from isospin conservation and B(GT) =0.10 is a shell-

model prediction [5]. Although charge-dependent shell-

model calculations [15] predict that B(F) is reduced by

only a few tenths of a percent due to isospin mixing, we

cannot exclude the possibility that the J = ( —', , & ) +

5106-keV level contains some Fermi strength. We there-

fore take the conservative position that half the observed

strength to this state is Fermi with an error that allows all

or none of this strength to arise from isospin mixing.
This fixes the absolute P+ branching ratios to the

proton-unbound levels, and (because the sum of all P+
branching ratios must be unity) leads to 8(GT; —,

,
)

=(6.5~ 1.0) x10, which strongly disagrees with the

value 8(GT; —,',+)( 1.4x 10 inferred from the

Cl(p, n) work.
Ca decays to unbound levels of K could also fail to

produce delayed protons if y decay competes successfully
with p decay. This eff'ect should be largest for the 2750-
keV level (it lies only 893 keV above the proton thresh-

old) and for the first T= 2 level (its p decay violates iso-

spin conservation). A proton width 1„(2750)=3.4 eV is

expected from the known [16] spectroscopic factor
5=0.31 ~0.07 of the analog level in Ar. The Ar

3655
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Z„(keV)

this work previous

decay E„{kev)

1371

{4.83 + Q.14)x 1 Q

(7.4 6 1.0)xl0 ~ '

2750.1 6 0.8 (6.7 + 0.4)x10-'

3239.4 + 1.8 (3.9 + 0.9)x10

3622.2 6 2.5 (7.5 + 0.4)x10 2

3840.2 + 3.] (9.4 + Q.5)x jQ

4190.8 + 9.0 (2.0 + 0.7)xl0 3

1370.85

pp 2750.27

pp 3240 6 10

pp 3617 6 8

pp 3841 + 7

4412.8 + 1.3 (4.3 + 0.'2)x10 2 poipt 4413.2 * 4

4495.5 6 3.9 (6.0 + 0.3)x10 2

5016.1 6 4.3 (6.4 6 6.4)x10 2

5050.6 6 1.3 0.10+0.10'

5120.2 2 1.6 (4.7 6 0.2) x10 '

5323.0 6 1.8 (4.8 6 0.3)x10-2

5357.0 * 6.6 (4.7 + 0.6) x10

5423.7 6 3.0 (5.4 + 1.2) x10

5445.9+ 4.7 (1.3 + 0.1)x10 2

5464.8 6 4.6 (2.2 6 0.2) x10 2

5569.3 6 4.5 (4.2 6 0.7)x10-

5623.4 6 2.4 (1.7 6 0.2)x10

5788.2 + 4.9 (7.0 + 1.0)x10

5931.6 6 4.6 (2.6 6 0.3)x10-2

6014.2 + 2.8 (9.4 + 0.7) x 10-~

6091.5 6 2.8 (6.6 + 0.5) x10

6322.8 + 4.8 (3.0 + 0.3)x10 2

6414.4 + 4.8 (1.9 6 0.3)xl0

6431.3 6 3.3 (3.4 6 0.6)xl0

6604.0 + 4.7 (1.8 6 0.9) x 10 ~

6682.7 + 4.7 (6.4 + 1.4) x10 3

6738.9 + 4.7 (5.5 6 1.4) x10 a

6822.9 6 4.7 (5.7 + 1.6) x10

6972.9*4.7 (7.1 6 0.7)x10 2

7072.7 *4.7 (5.7 + 0.6) x10 2

7182.3 + 3.5 (1.3 6 0.3)x10 '-

7238.0 k 4.7 (3.1 6 0.5) x10 '

7368.5 6 3.3 (1.7 6 0.1)x10 '

pp 4496 4 1Q

pp 5018.5 + .6

po, pt 5049.2 + 1.0

pp, pt 5116 4 5

po, pt 5320 + 5

po

pt 5417 6 5

pp 5450 + 5

pp 5469 6 5

pp 5568 + 5

pp, pt 5624 6 15

pp 5789 + 10

pp 5935 + 10

pp, py 6017 + 10

po, pt 6090 6 10

pp 6325 + 10

pp 6411 6 10d

po~pt 6430 + 10

pp, p3 6606 6 10

pp 6689 ~ 10

pp 6726 + 10d

6747 + 10'

pp 6821 6 10

pp 6976 + 10d

po

Po

po)pt

po, pt

7473.3 k 3.3 (3.2 6 0.4) x10 pp, pt, p2

7542.3 + 4.7 (2.1 + 0.4}x10

7631 5+ 4 7 (1 2 6 0 1)x10

7659.8 + 4.9 (4.1 + 0.8}xlQ

7805.3 k 3.7 (2.5 6 0.3)x10 '

7834.3+ 4.6 (1.7 6 0.2)x10—'

8027.3 k 5.3 (8.5 6 1.5)x10 2

po

po

po pt

pt

po

"From Ref. [l41 unless otherwise noted.
"Inlerred from ' Ar decay.
'Inferred as discussed in text.
Reference [l ll.

"Reference [l 21.

TABLE l. Reduced transition strengths in "Ca P+ decay. TABLE ll. Solar v cross sections for the ' Cl detector (cal-
culated only for neutrino sources whose cross sections are
affected by our measurement).

v source

Ng

Hep

»tandy rd

(lp 4'cm')

1.06-+ 0.10
3.9

b
Sext ro

(l 0 ' cm '-)

1.03
3.74

~thi» work

(10 ' cm')

1.09 ~ 0.03
4.26+ 0.15

'Reference [2].
"Our calculation using the results of Sextro, Gough, and Cerny
[4l.
'Our calculation using B(GT) values and errors shown in Table
I.

analog level has an M1 width of = 33 meV so that y de-
cay of the 27SO-keV level of K is expected to be negligi-
ble. The lowest T = —', level is known [13] to have

I,/I ~ =(7 ~ 2) x10, while our delayed-p work gives
I „/I p=(3.4~0.3)x[0 . Combining these results we
find I"r/I „=(2.4~0.7) X 10, so that y decays of the
T=

& level can be neglected as well. We therefore as-
sumed that each P+ decay to an unbound level of K
produced a delayed p.

Our resulting B(GT) values are listed in Table I. Our
new decay scheme, in which (2.68~0.09)% of the Ca
decays end up feeding Ar(2+)+p, is consistent with
the results of our first attempt [17] to remeasure the Ca
decays which gave a (2.9~0.8)% ratio. For F, ~ 5.5
MeV, our B(GT)'s are in fair agreement with those of
Sextro, Gough, and Cerny [4], except that we see no evi-
dence for feeding of a 4679-keV level in K. However,
we find much more strength at E ~ S.S MeV, so that our
integrated GT strength is roughly twice that of Sextro,
Gough, and Cerny. We also observe (52~ 10)% more
GT strength below F =8.0 MeV than was inferred from
the 37CI(p, n) work [7].

Our revised Ca decay scheme can be used to compute
the production of Ar by the Cl(v„, e ) reaction. We
assume that the B(GT) values are isospin symmetric, but
use (when known) the actual excitation energies of the

Ar analogs of the K levels. Our revised cross sections
[18] using the v spectra of Ref. [3] are shown in Table II.
For the "8 solar neutrino spectrum (neglecting possible v

oscillations) the efficiency of the Cl detector should be
increased by 6% compared to the value deduced from the
results of Sextro, Gough, and Cerny. Bahcall's recom-
mended cross sections [2,3] are 3% higher than those de-
duced solely from Sextro, Gough, and Cerny's data and
are in remarkably good agreement with our values. Our
results have a considerably larger impact on the eSciency
for detecting higher-energy v, 's such as those generated
in supernova explosions [19] or solar flares [20]. For ex-
ample, the cross section should be increased by 2S% for
supernova v, s with a Fermi-Dirac distribution character-
ized by a temperature of 4.S MeV.

In conclusion, our results provide a secure basis for cal-
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culating the Cl(v„e ) cross sections that govern the
e%ciency of the Homestake Mine solar neutrino detector.
With our corrected efficiency, the standard-solar-model
prediction [2] for the counting rate of the Cl detector
[21] becomes 8.1+ 1.1 solar neutrino units. In addition,
our results (that extend nearly to excitation energies
where Ar becomes unbound) should improve signifi-
cantly the accuracy of a proposed [22] direct test of the

Cl detection scheme using p+-decay neutrinos (which
have energies up to —50 MeV).

We are grateful to W. C. Haxton for allowing us to use
his v cross-section code, to B. A. Brown for providing us
with shell-model calculations, and to 3. N. Bahcall for
helpful remarks. This work was supported in part by the
U.S. Department of Energy.
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